The authors wish to point out that, in some instances of the text in Results section 3.5, the units of ps-ns and μs-ms to define timescales of residue dynamics were inadvertently switched.
"Interestingly, these changes occur both in the μs-ms timescale dynamics (principally near the benzimidazole ring) as well as on the ps-ns timescale (in the vicinity of the pyridine ring), with the latter perhaps a result of ring flipping of the pyridine ring." should read "Interestingly, these changes occur both in the ps-ns timescale dynamics (principally near the benzimidazole ring) as well as on the μs-ms timescale (in the vicinity of the pyridine ring), with the latter perhaps a result of ring flipping of the pyridine ring." "For Arg131, we observe increased μs-ms timescale dynamics with compound binding." should read "For Arg131, we observe increased ps-ns timescale dynamics with compound binding." "For Asn104, we observe an increase in ps-ns timescale dynamics with compound binding." should read "For Asn104, we observe an increase in μs-ms timescale dynamics with compound binding." Also, the legend for Fig. 3 contains similar inadvertent unit switching. In the legend for Fig. 3D , "Residues showing increased ps-ns timescale motion are colored red and those showing increased μs-ms timescale motion are colored blue." should read "Residues showing increased μs-ms timescale motion are colored red and those showing increased ps-ns timescale motion are colored blue."
In the legend for Fig. 3E , "Red indicates increased ps-ns timescale motion and blue indicates increased μs-ms timescale motion." should read "Red indicates increased μs-ms timescale motion and blue indicates increased ps-ns timescale motion."
These errors do not alter the conclusions of the paper.
